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Our Creative Genius of Design, Eduardo Cortés (aka BitCero) has just released a new
design for his Website dedicated to Common Utilities module!

http://rmcommon.com/en/

The Common Utilities module offers an excellent base for creating new modules, thanks to its
improved components and very beautiful design. Create modules that integrate fully with each
other and the system, with a very slight learning curve.

If you develop modules for XOOPS, you've already covered 90% of the way.

Eduardo is also working on porting the Common Utilities to our next version of XOOPS that is
currently being developed on GitHub - you can see the progress and more details here

Visit Eduardo on his GitHub account, fork his modules and help him in making his awesome
work even faster available on XOOPS!!!

https://xoops.org/modules/profile/userinfo.php?uid=42066
https://github.com/XOOPS/XoopsCore/issues/252
https://github.com/bitcero/
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